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in Bepubliean politics, and from 1902 to
1908 was governor of the state, serving three
terms. He achieved fame as an earnest ad-
vocate of tariff revision by the Republican
party, a policy known for a time as the
AIowa idea." In 1908, on the death of Sen-
ator Allison, Cummins became United States
Senator; at the election in 1909 he was re-
elected for the full term, and was again
elected for the term ending in 1921. He was
prominently mentioned as a candidate for
the Yice-Presidency on the Republican
ticket in 1908, and in 1912 was an active
candidate for the nomination for President.
CUNEIFOEM, kunSiform, INSCKJP'-
TIO$"S, the name applied to the wedge-
shaped characters of the inscriptions on old
Babylonian and Persian monuments, some-
times also described as arrow-headed or nail-
headed characters. These characters appear
to have been originally of the nature of
hieroglyphs and to have been invented by the
primitive Accadian inhabitants of Chaldea.
From the Chaldeans they were borrowed,
with considerable modification, by the con-
quering Babylonians and Assyrians, who
were Semites by race and spoke an entirely
different language. The use of the cuneiform
characters, however, ceased shortly after the
reign of Alexander the Great; and after the
lapse of nearly 2,000 years it was doubted
by many if the signs had ever had an intelli-
gible meaning. They were even regarded by
some as the work of a species of worm,
by others as mere talismanic signs or
astrological symbols. Gradually, however,
through the efforts of Grotefend, Lassen,
Bawlinson and other investigators, the means
of translation were perfected.
Many of the inscriptions first discovered
are in three different languages and in as
many varieties of cuneiform writing. The
most prominent, and at the same time the
simplest and latest of these, is the Persian,
with about sixty letters. Next older in fame
and much more complex is wfyat is designated
as the Assyrian or Babylonian system of
writing, consisting of from 600 to 700 char-
acters, partly alphabetic, partly syllabic.
Lastly comes the Accadian inscriptions, the
oldest of all, originally proceeding from a
people who tad reached a high state of civ-
ilization 3,000 years before Christ and "whose
language ceased to be a living tongue about
1700 B. a The most celebrated trilingual
inscription is that at Behlstun, cut upon the
 face of a rock 1,700 feet high, recording a
portion of the history of Darius. The Brit-
ish Museum contains many thousands of in-
scribed clay tablets, cylinders, prisms and
the like, the decipherment of which is still
in progress. See assyria.
CU'PID, according to classic mythology,
the god of love. He was the son of Mars, the
god of war, and Yenus, the goddess of love.
His attributes were the bow, quiver and
wings, and he was represented in painting
and sculpture as a chubby child with gauzy
wings and roguish, dimpled face. Cupid
loved a fair mortal princess, Psyche, who
after many trials was granted immortality
by the gods. As Cupid is the emblem of the
heart, his love, Psyche, is the symbol of the
soul. See psyche.
CUT OLA, in architecture, a spherical,
domelike vault, on the top of an edifice, so
called because of its resemblance to a cup.
The Italian word cupola covers a circular
building, like the Pantheon at Eome and the
Bound Temple of Vesta at TivolL The term
is also applied distinctively to the concave
interior, as opposed to the dome, which is the
entire curved structure. The term cupola is
commonly, though incorrectly, applied to any
small dome-lantern or observatory projecting
above a roof. See dome.
CUB AS SOW, Tcvfraso, or Jcu ras'o, a name
given to a bird closely related to the crows
or partridges. The crested enrassow is found
in Guiana, Mexico and Brazil and is a hand-
some bird, nearly as large as a turkey and
more noble in appearance, being of a dark
violet color with a purplish-green gloss above
and on the breast. The abdomen is snowy
white and the crest is golden. See GrUAK.
CURCULIO, Jcur ku'U o, a family of bee-
tles with rough coats and long snouts, some-
times called snout leetles. Among the nu-
merous species are some of the insects which
prey on orchard fruits; the plum, peaeh,
apricot, cherry and apple crops also are of-
ten seriously menaced by their ravages.
During the winter the beetles hide in the hark,
and when the spring arrives they emerge
from their hiding places to feast on the
flowers and foliage. The eggs axe laid in
the fruit, the female using her snout to press
them into the pulp, and when the grubs are
hatched they eat the fruit on the inside.
Beetles can be killed with arsenate of lead
solution, two pounds of which should be
mixed with fifty gallons of water, Infested

